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on grey level images.
*"Line drawing" (also called "segment") detinition
A linear drawing is defined as an alignment of pixels.
Each of them being chosen as a representative point of a real observation extracted from ihe image (see section 3). It is necessary to define some requested properties.
(1) meaningfulness of the neighborhood : an alignment of isolated points is not considered as a linear drawing.
(2) possible existence of discontinuities : it is useful to allow locally an absence of points, due to the quality or the nature of the extracted object (dotted linear drawings). 4 , Third drawing hst drawing L , Second drawing (4) extraction of segments of different sizes, (ranging from a few points to several hundred representative points).
(5) possibility of a drawing:; superimposition, e.g. :
-staves in a musical score covered by quavers bars,
-base lines on a written check.
This superimposition characteristic results from the document layers theory.
A single linear (6) Lastly, possibility to include a possible "curvature" as a "straight segment" althoughi it may be seen contradictory to the "linear drawing" notion. Locally, we can observe a straight line but, globally, this ''straight" segment is slightly curved, and we can decide to keep this or not. where C is a maaix used to deduct the measure vector X from the state vector S , and where N stands for the measure noise with a zero mean and a variance Vn.
Besides, it is important to note that W and N are supposed to be uncorrelated.
TO find the Kalman filter equations, see [5].
S(k)
fooliow roads in aerial grey level images.
Qbservation extracted from an image

--
To apply this theory, it is necessary to define what kind of object we are studying. We have to define its state, and its evolution model in the course of time (here columns of the image). We are searching for "observation" alignments 
Kalman filtering
What we were trying to detect was a series of nearly horizontal aligned observations (base lines on checks).
General principle of predictiodverification
The basic hypothesis is that any object can be characterized by a state ek varying in relation to a scale, usually fime. The method allows to follow the evolution of this state to estime it and also to predict it. For that purpose the method used a recursive linear estimator which according to the known past of a state ek, can predict its evolution.
After predicting this stage, the next step is to verify it by examing the actual current state of the object and correcting the estimator by taking into account the error made between the prediction and the measured observation.
Accepting errors and correcting the estimator by taking those errors into account gives this principle all his power to manage the state of an object. However, it implies knowing how the state of the object can vary with time, i.e. having a model of this object.
Kalman filter equations
The Kalman filter formalizes accurately the prediction/ verification principle. This is a recursive linear estimator which offers the advantage of taking into account cdculated errors between measurements and estimations.
Those errors are automatically incorporated into the model to improve future estimations.
This method uses two models
-a state model S, varying with time and in the c;l&ns. These pooled observations will define the linear drawings that are the objects we are looking for in the document image. The state of an object will be determined from parameters, chosen for the object model definition.
First of all, we had to define the observations looked for in the image. Vincent Poulain d'hdecy in [4] defined observations in binary images, we propose to extend this definition to grey level images. It must be remembered that we were trying to extract horizontal base lines in grey level images of checks (Fig. 1) . Those lines can be considered as dark thin objects laid on a clear background. This characteristic determined the observation model we were going to search for in the image. A cross-section of a thin horizontal object has a typical luminosity profile pattern, that we tried to find in the image matrix. We sought in each column, a sequence of points of decreasing luminosity, followed by another point sequence of increasing luminosity. Several parameters, which corresponded to the luminosity and position in the column of these remarkable points of the observation, were associated to each detection and recorded as follows :
bgin point of decreasing luminosity (bln, blumi) medi um point (mln,mlumi) : last point of decreasing luminosity and fist point of the increasing luminosity last point of the increasing luminosity (lln, llumi).
& the two point positions, bln and lln, were too noise sensitive, we added two new points (milln and mi2ln) which had a better position stability. Those points, are located respectively half-way down and half-way up the luminosity curves (see Fig. 2 _slut.)-
The measurement equation matches the studied observation and the state model of Ihe segment at instant k.
Hence the following equation :
The vectors W and N are only characterized by a priori fixed variances.
Final equations can easily be obtained by using matrices A and C in the general equations of the Kalman filter [51. We shall not develop the choice of error parameters which are linked to both what we are looking for and what we are measuring. Thus, if we decide to refuse a ''curved line segment" (property (6)), we choose ,a position model with errors (Wpsiti,,,,, W,,,.J valued close to zero.
The tool we are presenting, allows us, if a linear drawing has been expected up to column (k-1) to : predict the characteristics of the observation expected for column k ; e evaluate associated error predictions, depending on model errors and observation mors (image noise) ; take into account this observaiion (matched with a segment) for the calculations concerning next columns.
"Segment hypothesis" control scheme
The segment hypothesis control scheme consists of a loop, marked by the column number in the image, This loop contains the four following actions :
for each hypothesis, a prediclion stage , updating each 
Matching observations/ segment hypotheses *Frillciple
The most difficult point of the control scheme was matching working hypotheses with current column observations. For each hypothesis we had to find, the corresponding observation, if it exists, among all those extracted from the image column. A way to do this was to calculate for each observation, its distance f " all hypotheses and, to choose those within a good distance range. Kalman filter's covariance matrix [5], allowed us to use the Mahalanobis distance using the three parameters : thickness, luminosity, position. The x2 test, used with three degrees of freedom, allowed us to define a distance value for the matching. However, we had to cope with three cases : bowing cmicbess* o h i n o s i t y and oposition, given by one observation matched one hypothesis : many observations matched one hypothesis ; no observation matched a hypothesis.
*Multiple matching
In the case of multiple observations matching one hypothesis, we choose to match it with the nearest observation in terms of Mahalanobis distance. This is also known as NNSF filter (Nearest-Neighbor Standard Filter).
*Absence of matching
When no observation existed within the given distance range : was it a total absence of observations in the predicted area, or was it only because we were getting through a superimposed object ? In the case of actual absence of observations, our choice was to add the predicted observation to the Kalman filter, delaying the decision for a certain time.
The second case, getting through a superimposed object, had to be better defined. The semantics of the image helped us to explain this. We were working on check images where the handwriting is darker than the preprinted base lines are. When those two kinds of information superimpose, only the handwriting is apparent. The luminosity parameter of the observation extracted from the image could be very different from the predicted one, so there was no observation matching, despite the fact that the position parameter was "good". That's why we considered that this real observation was crossed by "another" hypothesis :
if the real observation corresponded to the predicted ; if the thickness was larger ; if the luminosity was darker. This crossing idea is fundamental since it allows us to "wait" before discarding or terminating a segment hypothesis. As a matter of fact, when a clear linear drawing was covered by handwriting, we waited until we found an observation which matched or did not match before deciding the hypothesis future. Moreover, this idea can help us to improve image segmentation by providing us some explanations about specific luminosity profile (when two straight lines cross each other). We could then predict the luminosity profiles of several hypotheses that cross each other and then deduct associated observations.
5.2
The conditions to create a new segment hypothesis are simple : every observation being unmatched with an existing hypothesis generates a new hypothesis. Knowing that a Kalman filter is associated with each hypothesis, it is necessary to use a stopping strategy for those new hypotheses otherwise the required computing time will rise.
Creation of a segment hypothesis
*Principle
To prevent an increase in computing time, it is necessary to keep only promising hypotheses, those that still matched observations, and to get rid of the others. *Lack of observation matching for a certain time Hypothesis that do not match observations for a certain time will be discarded. The future of a hypothesis depends on how long it remains active. If its life was long enough, the hypothesis is stored in a data structure for later interpretation, if not it is "dropped" except of course if the hypothesis is in a crossing state.
*Hypothesis initiation
duction threshold (minimum two first real observations).
Hypothesis synonymy
When two different hypothesis matched the same observation, the program affected this observation to those two different hypotheses. If this was the case for a certain time, we used the Mahalonobis distance to check they were not similar. If the distance is small enough we considered those two hypotheses as synonyms. The crossing case, involving two straight lines having different directions, was sorted out by comparing their respective slope. The observation could be linked to both hypotheses, but the slope would keep its Mahalonobis distance above a threshold. This allowed those two different hypotheses to survive.
End of a segment hypothesis
To better control the "living" hypotheses, we used an in-
Results
The obtained results show the method's interest. Figure 4 shows extracted linear drawings (longer than 10 pixels) with the described Kalman filter based on position, thickness and luminosity coherence. It is obvious that the two base lines of the check are detected, though they are superimposed with checkbars and handwriting. The average number of linear on this image is four per column.
Conclusion
The presented method whose purpose is to extract linear drawings has some characteristic:s that can be considered as drawbacks :
9 the results are sensitive to the scanning orientation :
They can present some small "pixel level" differences. the detection depends on the orientation of the linear drawings (best with slope between -1-45" and -45") : Nearly vertical linear drawings cannot be detected by a column oriented scan. A line oriented scan solve this.
Nevertheless, it is very easy tot use and also very robust. As a matter of fact, the error parameters for the model and for the observations (position, thickness, lumi) are managed by the model controlling the Kalman fiiter.
The method can easily accept new parameters (see section 4). The luminosity and thickness were added to our initial K h a n filter model (for binary images). Thanks to good parameter usage, this method is very flexible. It can even accept some slight Icurves in detected linear drawings, by relaxing the model error parameter.
the method manages to widen its decision context. By integrating compatible observations provided during the scan (see section 5), there is a cooperation between local analysis (real observations) and global analysis (segment hypothesis). This double reading level makes the forceful point of the method. this method can be used for grey level images as well as for binary images. moreover, when working with grey level images, our method (see section 3) does not imply a binarisation of this image to extract or remove some layers.
the method uses a great number of parameters :
We consider the following points as advantages :
